Data compression plays an important role to deal with high volumes of DNA sequences in the field of Bioinformatics. Again data compression techniques directly affect the alignment of DNA sequences. So the time needed to decompress a compressed sequence has to be given equal priorities as with compression ratio. This article contains first introduction then a brief review of different biological sequence compression after that my proposed work then our two improved Biological sequence compression algorithms after that result followed by conclusion and discussion, future scope and finally references. These algorithms gain a very good compression factor with higher saving percentage and less time for compression and decompression than the previous Biological Sequence compression algorithms.
Introduction
Compression arises because approximately 139,266,481,398 bases (139.3 billion) from 151,824,421(153 million) reported sequences are there in the GenBank database in April 15, 2012[1] and the database size getting two or three times bigger annually. Compression required so that large data sequence after compression can easily be transferred through network channel to analyst. Data compression decrease communication cost by speed up transmission due to limited bandwidth communication of modern world and storage cost. This is very useful when processing, storing or transferring a huge file, which needs lots of resources. It is a well known fact that biological sequence compression is a useful tool to recover information from biological sequences. It has also been observed that better compression gives better understanding as it is sent to different station for its observation. Hence, compression of Biological sequences is a need for analyst for its storage, alignment and analyzing from remote locations and indeed a very challenging task. The Biological sequence consist of four nucleotide bases {A, C, G, T}, so only two bits are enough to store each base. Sometimes a special character N appears in some sequence which have equal probability of being A, C, G and T but it is an exceptional case. Other character like R, Y, W, S, M, K, H, B, V and D may appear in some sequence but they are very rare cases. General text compression algorithms do not utilize the specific characteristics of DNA sequences i.e. more redundant nature of Biological sequences. The standard techniques of text compression do not compress these sequences; rather they expand the size of file with more than 2 bits per bases. Even though these compression tools are universal compression algorithms are designed for text compression. The regularities in Biological sequences are more. It is known that the compression means mapping between source file and destination file, so our compression algorithm leads to find those relationship. The objective of this paper is to build a finite LUT in which the combination of three and four characters of characters A, C, G, T and N are taken as input and by mapping relationship during compression process output correspond to ASCII character and then find tandem repeats in the sequence for the first case. We compress the individual DNA sequences, not the whole genome sequence [2] .
Proposed work
First step of coding rule is based on LUT. For algorithm-1, we take all possible three characters combination of characters {A, T, C, G or N}, so total 5^3=125 combinations are formed. Then we mapped those 125 combinations into 125 chosen ASCII character 8 bit each. The generated LUT is given in table 1.Here it has been also observed that any sequence file of characters a, t, g, c or n and A, T, G, C or N have same meaning. As an example if a line segment Table 1: Look up table (map 3 to 1) "AAANNNTTTGGGCCC" appeared in the input text, in the output file, it is represented as "BèhÉª". The generated output is become case-sensitive. For algorithm-2, we take all possible four characters combination of characters {A, T, C and G}, so total 4^4=256 combinations are formed. Then we mapped those 256 combinations into 256 ASCII character 8 bit each. We have not taken into account character 'N', because this is an exceptional case. The generated LUT is shown in table 2.For example for line segment "CAAACTTACTGA" output is "€"oe". Second step of coding rule is based on ASCII character. In algorithm-1 as the total number of ASCII required 125 so we can choose ASCII value out of total 256 ASCII value. That is why in this algorithm no problem occurred during the hash mapping.
But in algorithm-2 as all the ASCII value needed some problem arise during the mapping. The problem is that ASCII character of ASCII value 10 and 13 giving new line, as we compress and decompress file line by line so if we put those character in LUT during writing to file by hash mapping line break occurs. So we write the original characters block corresponding to these two values to the compress file. Another problem is five extended ASCII value (129, 141, 143, 144 and 157) not giving the correct characters so they cannot be map. So during compression if those ASCII value appear we do not map them using hash map table rather than we write the original block of characters value. That is why during decompression we have to take into account those characters block i.e. we have to search for those characters block because for them no reverse mapping is required.
Third step of coding rule is based on tandem repeats.
For algorithm-1 this feature can be used because during compression we count the number of repeats and write the corresponding character value to the compressed file. It has been observed that maximum number of repeats block never exceed 65 i.e. 195 character for any of the used sequences. So value 1 to 65 is used for handling those repeats except value 10 and 13 cause giving above. The repeat character followed by the number of repeats is written to the file. For e.g. input "AATAATAATAATAATAAC" have 4 tandem repeats. So these sequence represented by total 3 characters.
For algorithm-2 this feature cannot used because all ASCII value already used during mapping. Fourth step of coding rule is based on Segment which consists of 1 or 2 characters.
We compress the input sequence line by line both for algorithm-1 and algorithm-2. For first algorithm we divide each line of the input sequence into segment of length 3 so if we modulate the line length by 3 i.e. Line length % 3 = 2 or 1 or 0. So the segments of 2 or 1 character are written as it is to the output file in the same line i.e. no mapping.
For second algorithm we divide each line of the input sequence into segment of length 4 so if we modulate the line length by 4 i.e. Line length % 4 = 3 or 2 or 1 or 0. So the segments of 3 or 2 or 1 character are written as it is to the output file no mapping but after a line break because they cannot be identify as 256 ASCII value already being used during mapping.
Algorithm for block size 3 with tandem repeats is given below 
Results
We have used three Homo sapiens mRNA: IL4-transcript variant 1, IL4-transcript variant 2 and MOPT, five funguses Rhizopus oryzae glucoamylase A precursor, gene, partial cds: strain 7, strain 15, strain 30, strain 45 and strain 52 that lives worldwide in dead organic matter and four Zea mays mRNA: ZM_BFb0129K09, ZM_BFb0203I02, ZM_BFc0025I23 and ZM_BFc0038A03 known corn or mielie/mealie, is a grain. 
Conclusion and Discussion
In this article, we have presented two new compression algorithms that are based on LUT of block size three with tandem repeats and LUT of block size four. There are various most common compression algorithms like LZSS, WinZIP use deflate, deflate64, IMPLODE, dynamic LWZ , WinRAR use LZSS and PPM etc but they are not giving good result for the compression of biological sequences as the result shown above that our propose compression algorithms gives better result. The propose algorithms have high compression factor and giving good saving percentage to other exiting Biological Sequence Compression. This technique also requires less memory and less coding effort compare to the other algorithms. The proposed techniques compress Biological sequences taking block size of three, four and using tandem repeat in the sequence line. So it will be easier to make sequence alignment and sequence analysis between compressed sequences.
